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I utilize the Caves-Milburn model for continuous position measurements to formulate a broadband
version of the Standard Quantum Limit (SQL) for monitoring the position of a free mass, and
illustrate the use of Kalman ltering to recover the SQL for estimating a weak classical force that
acts on a quantum-mechanical test particle under continuous observation.
Substantial eorts have been devoted to elaborating
Standard Quantum Limits (SQL’s) for both discrete [1{4]
and continuous [4,5] measurement of the position of a
free mass. In large part, the motivation for such investi-
gations stems from a pressing need to identify any pos-
sible constraints imposed by the principles of quantum
measurement on the experimental possibility to detect
gravitational waves [6,7]. My objectives in this Letter
will be to formulate an SQL appropriate to broadband
continuous measurements of the position of a free mass
(expressed in terms of the signal bandwidth and with
measurement sensitivity expressed in units of length perp
Hz), to discuss its proper interpretation, and to con-
sider its implications for the detection of weak classical
forces. The mathematical analysis will be adapted to the
continuous measurement model of Caves and Milburn [8],
which appears to have direct relevance for concrete ex-
perimental scenarios such as atomic force microscopy [9]
and cavity QED [10,11].
Although the limits I derive will be familiar from previ-
ous studies of the discrete and narrowband measurement
scenarios, novel signal processing strategies must be ap-
plied to recover the SQL for force detection in the limit
of strong continuous measurements. The approach I pro-
pose below emulates the classical technique of Kalman
ltering [12,13], and was motivated by the general strat-
egy of quantum system identication discussed in [14].
Throughout this paper I have adopted the time-domain,
state-space perspective of quantum measurement whose
virtues have become apparent from recent advances in
adaptive quantum measurement [15] and quantum feed-
back [16]. Such methods hold great promise for the chal-
lenge of formulating experimentally tenable strategies for
broadband quantum nondemolition measurement.
The mathematical formalism necessary to treat con-
tinuous quantum measurements has been developed by
numerous authors, with the most relevant works for the
present discussion being [8,13,17]. While it is not abso-
lutely essential to go to the continuous limit, doing so
will allow us to use the convenient notation of stochas-
tic dierential equations (SDE’s) [18]. What really mat-
ters for the discussion at hand is an assumption that the
timescale associated with measurement interactions and
readouts is much shorter than any timescale on which we
wish to undertstand the system dynamics.
In the Caves-Milburn model for continuous quantum-
mechanical measurements of position [8] there is one sys-
tem of interest, and an innite succession of identical
(and identically-prepared) \meters." Let the meters be
labelled by an index r: The system is brought into mo-
mentary contact with the rth meter at time tr = r , and
the position operator of each meter is measured sharply
just after it has interacted with the system. The string of
measurement results thus generated constitutes a classi-
cal record of the system evolution. Continuous measure-
ment is achieved in the limit where the time-interval be-
tween measurements  goes to zero, with the uncertainty
of each individual measurement simultaneously going to
innity in an appropriate manner.
Let x; p denote the system position and momentum
operators, and Xr; Pr the position and momentum op-
erators of the rth meter. We adopt the following time-





 (t− r) xPr: (1)
The delta-function form is chosen to facilitate the limit
 ! 0; but as discussed above it may be viewed as the
idealization of any \shrinkable" function with compact
support. We assume that each meter, just before it in-
teracts with the system, is prepared in the pure state
jri with Gaussian wave-function (Xr jri  r jri)










Caves and Milburn have have derived the quantum oper-
ation density corresponding to i: coupling the system to
the rth meter prepared in state (2), ii: evolution under
the interaction Hamiltonian (1), and iii: a precise mea-
surement of Xr yielding the result r: If we write  (tr−)
for the system state just before the measurement at time
tr  r and  (tr+) for the system state just afterward,
 (tr+) = ^ (r)  (tr−) ^
y (r) ; (3)
^ (r)  h r j e
−ixPr=h jr i : (4)
Recall that x;Xr;Pr are Hermitian operators, r is a
c-number representing the result of a projective mea-
surement on the rth meter, jr i is a Hilbert-space ket,
and ^r is a quantum operation density. Qualitatively
speaking, the basic eect of (3) is to shift the centroid
1
x0r  Tr [x (tr−)] of the system’s position-space distri-
bution towards the value conveyed by r; and to reduce its







that depends on the ratio 0r=: Note that this is not
a projective measurement|the post-measurement state
 (tr+) depends on both the measurement result r and
the pre-measurement state  (tr−) :
The operation (4) maps Gaussian pure states of the
system to Gaussian pure states, so we can in fact
parametrize the selective evolution of a free particle (ini-
tially prepared in a Gaussian pure state) by just four real






and "r  hxp−pxi =h; Caves and Milburn de-
rived a set of dierence equations for the evolution
of these quantities with each successive measurement.
They further showed that Gaussian initial states gen-
erally converge toward stationary evolutions, in which
xr and pr evolve stochastically but r and "r vary
periodically|during the time intervals between measure-
ments both widths increase according to the free Hamil-
tonian, but the eect of each measurement is to reduce







is independent of r: The
form of the evolution equations is especially convenient in
this stationary regime, so in what follows we shall assume
that stationarity has been bootstrapped by preparing the
system in an appropriate initial state.
In order to derive a broadband SQL for position mea-
surements, we start with the stationary dierence equa-
tions (3.30a,b) from [8]:

















Here unprimed quantities xr ; pr describe the system state
just after the (r − 1)th measurement has been made, and
x0r holds just before the r
th measurement.
We rst need to rewrite the dierence equations (5) as
a stochastic dierential equation (SDE), by taking  ! 0
together with  ! 1 such that their product D  
stays constant. Recall, from equations (3.20,3.21) of [8],
that (r − x0r) is a Gaussian random variable with zero
mean and variance C=2: In the continuous limit it also
turns out that C ! 1 [8], so we immediately have an


















where dW is a Wiener increment [18].
To derive an SDE for the rms position, we begin by


















h pxi : (7)
Substituting x; p by integrals of equation (6), and keeping
in mind that the \functions" dW (t) appearing in the




























We now turn to quantify the fundamental measure-
ment noise inherent in the present scheme. As mentioned
above, the discrete measurement errors (before taking the
continuous limit) are a stationary Gaussian process with
variance C=2: Hence, in any given time interval B−1






















D thus represents a measurement inaccuracy
(or \sensitivity," depending on your point of view) in
units such as meters=
p
Hz: In the sequel we shall regard
 (t) as the time-domain measurement signal, so that B
should be interpreted as a low-pass bandwidth. It is im-
portant to understand that D and B are completely in-
dependent variables|D parametrizes the system-meter
coupling strength (a physical quantity), B the degree of
smoothing applied to the measurement results (a signal-
processing quantity).
We can now formulate a condition for backaction-
induced diusion to become visible against the funda-
mental measurement noise:

















This expression should be taken to predict the over-
all measurement time t at which backaction-diusion
should cause the rms wander xrms of the observed par-
ticle (with mass m) to equal the point-to-point scat-
ter rms in continuous measurements made with mea-
surement inaccuracy
p
D and ltered to bandwidth B.
Viewed as such, I claim that equation (11) represents the
most sensible form for a broadband SQL for continuous
observation of the position of a free mass.
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Figure 1. (a) Horizontal lines indicate the rms signal
noise 
p
DB=2; curved lines indicate xrms (t) ; and the
vertical line indicates t for D = 1:42 10−20; B = 107;
and m = 2:22 10−25: Two stochastic realizations of the
measurement signal are also shown, generated by direct
simulation of equations (19)-(21). (b) The nonstationary
component of the signal r can be perfectly subtracted
away to yield r  r − x^0r; which is a Gaussian noise
process with variance C=2:
Note that the timescale for backaction noise to man-
ifest itself increases with increasing signal bandwidth
(measurement noise hides the backaction), increases with
particle mass (scenario is less \quantum"), and increases
with measurement inaccuracy (need a good measurement
to get to the SQL). This picture is illustrated by Figure
1a (for xed D; B; and m), which shows xrms (t) ; rms;
and t together with two stochastic realizations of x (t).
In the special case where we choose to integrate the
measurement results over all of a given observation in-
terval t; B  1=t and we recover a single measurement
scenario. We can then derive a basic gure-of-merit for
continuous measurements|dening S 
p
D as the mea-
surement inaccuracy and keeping t as the total observa-








in order for noise in the measurement record ultimately
to be dominated by real displacements of the particle due
to backaction diusion (to be precise, one should retain
the 3−1=4 on the RHS). Alternatively, we can write down
something like an inference-disturbance relation:















This relation asserts that the product of the integrated
measurement accuracy and the rms displacement of the
test particle due to backaction-diusion must exceed a
lower bound that increases linearly with time.
We now turn to consider the estimation of weak forces
acting on the test particle, based on something like
Kalman ltering of the measurement record. We begin
by writing down a modied form of the stationary dier-
ence equations (still explicit),

















Here we have simply added a uniform force eld  that
acts on the particle at all times [19]. Our task will be to
detect  6= 0.
Based on the measurement results r; we want to up-
date recursive estimators x^r and p^r for xr and pr; re-
spectively. Assuming noiseless readout of r, the update
equations read

















Note that we do not include  in the update rules, as it
is assumed to be an unknown quantity. In order to infer
 from the recursive estimators x^r and p^r, we must focus
on the behavior of the quantity r  r− x^0r: As we know









Nr [0; 1] ; (18)
where Nr [0; 1] is a Gaussian deviate with zero mean
and unit variance. Hence, r will generally be the sum
of a Gaussian deviate and an uncorrelated process (the
\error-signal") that reflects the cumulative inaccuracy
of our recursive position estimator. If there is no ex-
ternal force acting on the particle ( = 0) there is no
measurement inaccuracy, and the recursive estimator x^r
can be used perfectly to subtract the backaction-induced
diusion from the signal r (see Figure 1b). Indeed,
demonstrating the ability to do so would seem to be the
only good way of verifying that an actual experimental
broadband position measurement reaches the \quantum
regime" dened by equation (12)|unlike the scenario of
optical measurements of quadrature amplitudes, there is
no way to directly compare signal and meter beams to
determine the delity of the measurement.
If there is an external force, the subtraction will not
be perfect and  will reveal itself in nonstationary be-
havior of r: The variance of the residual noise processq
C
2 Nr [0; 1] can in principle go to zero in the limit of
good measurements, but as we shall soon see this does
not make it possible to detect arbitrarily small  within
a xed time interval with a particle of given mass.
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Before proceeding any farther, let us make the transi-
tion to the continuous limit ( ! 0;  !1; D = const)
[13] and collect together a complete set of SDE’s for the




















(d − x^dt) : (21)
In these terms, d=dt represents the broadband measur-
ment record. Note that we could also dene an auxilliary













The measured signal residuals (\innovations" in Kalman
terminology) are given by d  d − x^dt; which makes
it clear that what we really need to know is the rms
behavior of e (t)  x− x^. Developing the SDE for de;



























This shows that e (t) behaves like a harmonic oscillator,




jected to a constant external force : So with the initial












Let us rst consider the limit where D is large (D 


























Hence in the bad measurement regime (largeD), the min-
imum detectable  decreases in proportion with the mea-
surement inaccuracy S: On the other hand, in the good
measurement regime the task of measuring  boils down
to that of measuring the amplitude of a sinusoidal signal
in the presence of gaussian noise. With a matched lter














Setting =N = 1 we recover the standard expression
(within a factor of 2) for the detection of a weak clas-





Note that the signal-to-noise ratio becomes completely
independent of D in the limit of good measurements.
The crossover between (26) and (27) occurs roughly when
D  ht2=m (cf. equation 12), which expresses the (per-
haps obvious) fact that with xed m and t, the sensitivity
required to reach the force-measurement SQL is the same
as that required to reach the position-measurement SQL.
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